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“Quantitative approach for asymmetric results”
DAX: much ado about nothing (recently)
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Figure 1: DAX future monthly chart

The above is the monthly chart for the German Index DAX. It is important to have a look at it right
now because many pieces of information can be derived from it. Firstly that the index has been
diligently inserted in a channel for almost three years and that it moved out upwards only in two
instances, in 2012 and late 2013: those two instances resulted more in a bull trap rather than a true
acceleration of the trend.
Since June this year then, the index is shifting lower and sideways, which is telling us that the
strength, momentum, time and price correlation, has vanished, at least temporarily. You can see
my horizontal arrow on top.
Another indicator of the lost momentum can be derived watching the candles of August and
Semptember which basically lock the index inside a wide range from 8903 to 9451 future points.
Those two candles are one the exact opposite of the other, one (August) is a bullish one while
September is a bearish one.
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There where two previous instances where the DAX moved sideways before resuming its bullish
trend and can be seen at points (1) and (2) of the same chart. However it is important to realize
that we are not in 2012 or in 2013 anymore. We are in a much different situation.
It can be noticed how different is today from those instances simply looking at MACD below the
chart.
Anyway looking at the chart we will get a clear message on where it wants to go only when
breaking August low or September high. Until then, at this timeframe, it is not possible to give
indications.
Let’s look at the daily chart then and see if we can get some indications.

Figure 2: DAX future daily chart

The recent descent of the future has been inserted in a tight channel. The channel can be slightly
wider if we consider Highs and Lows prices: in the chart I take in this case only Open/Close prices.
What we see is a steep correction (as of now) since the August low hasn’t been violated, maybe
just yet. However the current October 2nd low is at 9216 future points, not much lower of the 61.8%
retracement from the high, which is at 9278 future points.
On this time frame any long position can be opened only at the breaking of the bearish channel:
such breaking can happen easily, what we want is a confirmed breaking. Very often the breaking of
the channel brings immediately the retest of the previous channel as a support. So what I am
expecting is a possible movement as shown in Figure 2.
Considering the next bullish movement a mere retracement, the 61.8% one is at 9615 future points
which coincides with the black line that cut the whole chart.
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Such black line comes from the monthly chart, so extra attention at that level is imperative.
To wrap up all the above, we can derive from the monthly chart that the German index is giving
signs of loosing momentum: at this stage it is too early to call it a mere retracement only or an
outright change of trend. The situation is complicated due to the recent August and September
candles that give no help at all to understand which direction the index will take. We will know it
only at the breaking of a 500 points sideways channel in which it is inserted since August.
On the daily chart it seems that the September sell off can be labeled as a retracement and long
positions can be opened only at the breaking of the tight bearish channel.
At 9615 future points we have a juncture of resistances: one is a trendline that starts from the all
time high on the monthly chart and the other is the 61.8% retracement of the current bearish
movement.
The daily set up will be invalidated only at the breaking of recent low at 9166 or even worse at
8903.
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Useful Links:
European Central Bank:
www.ecb.int
Bank for International Settlements:
www.bis.org
International Monetary Fund:
www.imf.org
Federal Reserve:
www.federalreserve.gov
US CFTC
www.cftc.gov
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